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The new Globetrail Performance.

130 kW (177 hp) engine with 8-speed 
automatic transmission as standard

Light and Visibility Package provides even 
better visibility with automatic headlights, 
“Light Assist” high beam control, rain sensor 
and assistance light

“Discover Media” navigation system including  
“Streaming & Internet” with 4 speakers 

Bench seat with backrest tilt adjustment:  
optimum travelling comfort for passengers

Spacious half-dinette with 50 cm-wide table  
with variable swivel extension

Extra-large sleeping area:  
2 m x 1.40 m in a 6 m-long vehicle 

Exceptional shower experience: 
floor-level large bathroom 
with high-quality fold-away sink

Standard front conversion with continuous overhead lockers, 
including across the rear

Preparation for trailer tow hitch  
with cable set and controller

OZ Racing 18" alloy wheels (Original Accessories)



A great place to live.
Cosy and spacious: half-dinette seating lounge with 50 cm-wide 
swivel table. The bench seat includes a backrest with tilt adjust-
ment for maximum travelling comfort. The fabric wall panelling is 
sound-absorbent and breathable, creating a pleasant atmosphere 
inside the vehicle.

A real shower room.
The unique large bathroom offers plenty of space and privacy. The 
blind separates the bathroom from the living room and bedroom. 
There is no step between the bathroom and passageway.

Your canopy bed on 
wheels.

Even more comfort.

The extra-large mattress (2.00 x 1.40 m) allows two people to sleep 
in total comfort in the Globetrail. The spring plate system comforta-
bly supports the spine.

Many thoughtful details make driving and camping with the 
Globetrail Performance simply a pleasure. Its stylish, elegant 
ambience and sensible, practical equipment are designed to make 
your life on the road easier.
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The kitchen features a variety of shelves as well as a fixed 
tap. The large handleless drawers can accommodate all 
kinds of kitchen utensils and are equipped with a central 
locking system.

The sink can easily be folded away to create extra space. Practical drawers for accessories and small items.

Exclusive to the Globetrail: a floor-level shower. 

The bed can be easily converted into a large storage space 
without the need to install or remove rails or slats.

The pull-out fridge at the front is easy to reach from all sides.

Continuous overhead lockers with integrated lights. 
Push-to-open flaps.

Extendable integrated worktop.

Cleverly integrated step to the double bed.
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Your Globetrail in 
your pocket.
The Dethleffs Connect App not only lets you control important 
 vehicle functions, but also gives you access to exclusive extras 
such as accessory deals, route planners, places of interest and 
much more.

2.00 m

Various shelves and lights in all the right places create 
a pleasant ambience.


